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Abstract. Robert College (RC), the first American college around the world,
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in 1863. The college started education with 20 students with the leadership of Dr.
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Introduction
The idea to construct an American College was initiated at the end of Crimean
war in 1856 (Freely, 2009). First, it was planned to be in Samokov (Bulgaria) in
1862 but this project was unsuccessful.
Later, the graduates of Yale University – Messrs. James and William Dwight suggested the American Board build a college in Constantinople (Washburn, 1909; Greenwood, 2003). After their offer, the negotiations between Cyrus Hamlin who was serving
in Bebek Seminary and Christopher Robert started. In 1863, the college started education with 20 students with the leadership of Dr. Cyrus Hamlin. Initially two departments
of instruction were planned: preparatory and collegiate (Washburn, 1909). The former
one was equivalent to freshman in the American academic system. Besides its religious
bases, with the great desire of American Board, a serious curriculum was gradually
developed. Initially the program of the Robert College was published in five languages. The first graduates were only two students from two nationalities: Prof. Hagopos
Djedjizian, an Armenian, and Petco Gorbanoff, a Bulgarian (Washburn, 1909). Slavic
and Bulgarian language and literature were also included in the curriculum and after the
graduation of Prof. Stephan Panaretoff, he became an instructor in the college. The first
chemistry course was declared to be held in 1868 with the lecturers Reverend George
A. Perkins and Dr. Hamlin. Later Albert Long became the professor of natural science
from 1872 to 1901 (Washburn, 1909). Chemistry lessons were taught about 5 hours a
week. In 1892, the Chemical Department was established in the new college building,
named Science Hall, in the basement (Washburn, 1909). Chemistry courses, especially
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Aim
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the historical background and
role of Robert College in the development of social, cultural, educational and
political structure of the Balkans.
Research questions
1.What is the role and effect of qualified pedagogues in training students
from different nationalities?
2. How chemistry education developed at Robert College from the end of
19th century up until now?
3. What are the elements of constructivist approach in the education system and curriculum of the college?
Methodology
The methodology includes the analysis of three historical books: (i) Bridge
of Culture: Robert College – Bogazici University, How an American College
in Istanbul Became a Turkish University by John Freely; (ii) Robert College:
The American Founders by Keith Greenwood; (iii) Fifty years in Constantinople and recollections of Robert College by George Washburn.
Documents from old graduates and information from interviews with graduates of years 2001 – 2003 are included as well.
Findings
Initially, when Robert College was founded in 1863, science education was
not in the core of the idea of its educational system. Along with the religious
education, there were many attempts to change the curriculum of the college.
There was a conflict between Dr. Hamlin and other staff for the period 1863
– 69. Greenwood (2003) states that Perkins objected vigorously to “teaching
the rudiments of Latin and English grammar when scientific apparatus, mineralogical and geological specimens collected by Dr. Hamlin are dirty and
have lost all their labels.”1) The first graduates were only two students from
two nationalities: Prof. Hagopos Djedjizian, an Armenian, and Petco Gorbanoff, a Bulgarian (Washburn, 1909).
Slavic and Bulgarian language and literature were also included in the curriculum and after graduating, Prof. Stephan Panaretoff became an instructor
in the college.
Seven requirements for tutors are registered in the college records. One
of them is: A mercenary person, or one who would go to make money, is not
wanted. (Greenwood, 2003).
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Development of the Chemistry Department
The first chemistry course was declared to be held in 1868 with the lecturers
Reverend George A. Perkins and Dr. Hamlin. Later Albert Long became the professor of natural science from 1872 to 1901 (Washburn,1909).
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Mineralogy (Washburn,1909). Chemistry lessons were taught about 5 hours a week. In 1892,
the Chemical Department was established in the basement of the new college building, named
Science Hall. For the great works of Albert Long, this hall later was named as Albert Long
Hall.
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According to the catalogue of the college from 1922 , chemistry courses were led by Prof.
Scoles, Mr. Pasche at the Collegiate Department and Prof. Scoles, Dwight L. with assistant
Mr. Pasche at the Faculty of Engineering. According to the prospectus from 1931, the head of
the Chemistry Department was Troland, John, A.R3).
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According to the catalogue of the college from 19222), chemistry courses were
led by Prof. Scoles, Mr. Pasche at the Collegiate Department and Prof. Scoles,
Dwight L. with assistant Mr. Pasche at the Faculty of Engineering. According to the
prospectus from 1931, the head of the Chemistry Department was Troland, John,
A.R3).
Chemistry Education and Foundation of the Faculty of Engineering
According to Washburn (1909), in 1900 after the Missionary Conference, with
the decision of American Board, they resolved, “to do everything that was necessary for the development of the College on the model of the best colleges in America, to make
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Chemistry Education & Constructivist Ideas at Robert College
The elements of constructivist idea of the college can be seen in the stated aim
of Department of Chemical Engineering in the book of Freely (2009).
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The statement of Washburn (1909), “Our theory of education is not new. In substance it is as old as Plato and Aristotle.” proves the constructivist elements, idea
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Robert College, Chemistry Department, based in the South Campus of the college, made great
contributions to the chemistry education of Balkan countries until 10 September 1971.
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Bedi Ziver (1932 – 2015)
Science Education Department (SCED)
Now, the Faculty of Chemistry has 30 full-time and three part-time staff with
nine research groups. Teaching Chemistry (SCED) is offered with a BSc program
within the Faculty of Education. Chemistry teacher candidates can have courses from
departments of chemistry, physics, biology, mathematics, languages etc. In the curriculum of Teaching Chemistry, there is a subject named Educational Psychology.
Constructivist approach is an essential part of this material. In 1998, a professor from
Harvard University, Dr. Bruce Beykont came to Bogazici University and made great
contributions to initiate constructivist practices in science education.
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The great work of Dr. Albert Long for twelve years in Bulgaria before the foundation of
Robert College (Washburn, 1909) influenced the interest of Bulgarian students to study there.
After the translation of the Bible into Bulgarian by Dr. Albert Long and Dr. Riggs for the
period 1871 -1872 and during the 19th andIliya
20thEmilov
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in the number of Bulgarian students was observed. George Washburn, as a second president,
visited his students from Sofia and Plovdiv several times.
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Famous Bulgarians graduated from Robert College (Washburn, 1909)
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Petco Gorbanoff – instructor of Bulgarian language, lawyer
Jordan Economoff – Protestant clergymen
1869 – 1870
Stephan Thomoff – Protestant clergymen
Petco
Gorbanoff
– instructor– of
Bulgarian official
language, lawyer
Theodore
Djabaroff
prominent
Peter
Mattheoff
– occupied
high ministerial and diplomatic positions in the
Jordan
Economoff
– Protestant
clergymen
Bulgarian Govt.
Stephan Thomoff – Protestant clergymen
Naiden Nicoloff – banker
Theodore Djabaroff – prominent official

Peter Mattheoff – occupied high ministerial and diplomatic positions in the Bulgarian Govt.

1871
Prof. Stephan Panaretoff instructor of Slavic and Bulgarian language and literature, famous politician
Constantine Stoiloff – the ablest statesman in Bulgaria, Prime Minister of Bulgaria
Ivan Slaveikoff – leading literary man
Ivan S. Gueshoff – Minister of Public Instruction
Petco Taptcheleshloff – merchant
Naiden Nicoloff – banker

1872
Peter Dimitroff – Mayor of Plovdiv, 1881 – 1890
Constantine Calchof – wealthy banker and politician
Dimitry Economoff – high official
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Ivan D. Gueshoff – high official
Stephan M. Camburoff – entered the army and died in 1882
1873
John J. Sitchanoff – pastor of the Protestant church in Plovdiv
Famous Bulgarians graduated from Robert College 1874
7 Bulgarians – One teacher, one Prime Minister, one minister, one private secretary of Prince Alexander and Prince Ferdinand and remaining three – high officials
in Bulgaria.
1875
Notes from G. Washburn (1909): “All of the Bulgarians became distinguished
men, four of them as soldiers. Two of them commanded regiments in the famous
battle of Slivnitza , one of whom was killed. His name was Marinoff, one of the
most attractive men who ever graduated at the College. The other died in 1902 as
Minister of Public Works in Bulgaria. The other two are among the best officers in
the Bulgarian army to-day, one of them as general. Of the others one is a physician,
one is a judge of the Court of Appeals at Sophia and one was secretary of the same
court.”
Mr. Ludskanoff from class 1875 distinguished himself on the staff of General
Skobeleff.
1876
Six graduates – 2 high officials, 2 teachers, 1 literary men, 1 successful merchant.
General Vinaroff presented Bulgaria at Hague Conference in 1907.
1877
Three Bulgarians – One jurist and diplomatist, two officers in the Bulgarian
army.
1878
Six Bulgarians – One teacher, two lawyers (one became a famous judge), one
officer, two were dead.
Other Famous Bulgarians graduated from Robert College
Mr. Voicoff – 1883 graduate – Instructor of Robert College; Stoicoff – Principal
of naval officers in Bulgaria.
Judge Karandjuloff (1879 graduate) presented Bulgaria at Hague Conference
in 1907.
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Conclusion
While applying modern methodologies and technologies in education for the future
generations, the past contributions of great people and notable institutions in history
should not be forgotten. It is a fact that in a short period, after the foundation of Robert
College, plenty of graduates became notable political leaders and intellectuals, which
is the result of the great pedagogy and educational methodology applied at the college.
NOTES
1. Perkins to Robert, December 16, 1864, NECAS.
2. Robert College of Constantinople ~ Catalogue 1922
https://archive.org/stream/RobertCollegeOfConstantinopleCatalogue1922/bulgaria_robertcollege-TR_djvu.txt
3. Robert College of Constantinople ~ Catalogue 1931
4. Bogazici University web site. www.boun.edu.tr
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